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Monroe County Planning Commissioners,
Those of you who travel US1 on Stock Island and cross the Cow Key Bridge during the morning
and evening rush hours know that additional workforce vehicle trips on Stock Island will take
traffic from bad to worse.
As Planning Commissioners you have the responsibility to assure, “U.S. 1 shall have sufficient
available capacity to operate at LOS C for the overall arterial length and the 24 roadway
segments of U.S. 1” MC Sec 114‐2 (a) (1) a
How many projects will get to use the 5% beyond LOS C traffic capacity on Stock Island?
If you’d had the opportunity to review the July 2020 Wreckers Cay Traffic study you would
have seen that 758 trips from Key West’s Garden View Apartments were not included. You
might have recognized the consultants unrealistic assumption that 28% of the Wreckers Cay
workforce vehicle trips will remain on Stock Island (not go to Key West). This is our workforce
not a condo complex.
Each of these flaws help the consultant bring the projects additional traffic volume within the
5% threshold.
At your upcoming August 26th meeting agenda item 2, Safe Harbor Community Center Overlay
includes the following traffic statement:
 “…the net increase in external vehicle trips anticipated to be generated by the proposed
increase in density consists of approximately 1,534 vehicle trips.” The traffic impact,
“…will add a maximum of 767 daily trips (50% of the additional 1,534 daily trips) to
Segment Number 1 (Stock Island)…”
Really? Again, consultants with no understanding of the relationship between tourist lodging
on Stock Island and tourist attractions in Key West have used wildly unrealistic estimates to
‘make the numbers work’ for the applicant.
50% of the vehicle trips will remain on Stock Island and only half these tourists will go to Key
West? Really?
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You commissioners know the majority of this tourist traffic will travel US1 between MM4 and
MM5 (segment 1).
You also know that tourists using Uber generate an ‘in & out’ vehicle trip during pick up from
the hotel and another ‘in & out’ vehicle trip at drop off later in the day – twice the estimate.
Despite omissions, math errors and flawed estimates here is their math.
Stock Island reserve capacity 1348
Approved projects County
 Quarry Apartments
788
 Waste Management
81
Approved projects Key West
 Garden View
758
Capacity Remaining‐LOS C
‐279
 Wreckers Cay
Remaining Capacity

1003
‐1282

 Safe Harbor rezoning
Remaining capacity

767
‐2049

Additional 5% below LOS C
1548
If one recalculates with 80% travel to Key West one gets a more realistic picture.
Is the plan to let each project exceed LOS C and then ‘paper mitigate’ their way back to LOS C
so the additional 5% is available for the next project to ‘paper mitigate their way out of?
How many of these projects will be approved before these ‘I sure hope this works’ paper
mitigations prove ineffective and traffic on Stock Island gridlocks?
Someone needs to stand up and insist developers traffic studies reflect the reality of tourist
and workforce traffic patterns on Stock Island.
Someone needs to demand real and coordinated mitigation among projects.
The public looks to you, our Planning Commissioners.
Bill Hunter
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 What tools are available? “Development may be approved, provided that the
development in combination with all other permitted development will not decrease
travel speed by more than five percent (5%) below LOS C...” MC Sec 114‐2 (a) (1) b
 Traffic studies need to be accurate and realistic. All traffic study “Analysis shall be
based on the project's expected trip generation broken into primary, pass‐by, and
internal trips, as well as the directional split and trip lengths to estimate the number of
additional primary trips on US‐1; MC Sec 114‐200 (a) (2) b
 Approved or permitted projects? “monitor and regulate the development process in
order to avoid adversely impacting the level of service on US‐1… is possible only through
maintaining a record of the approved but unbuilt developments (developed and
undeveloped projects) and their impact on the reserve capacity of the various US‐1
segments. This record will help to determine the reduction in reserve capacity of the US‐1
segments as a result of new land development occurring between successive Travel Time
and Delay Studies.” Monroe County Planning Department | 2017 Traffic Report
Guidelines Manual, Section 4.1 (emphasis added)

Question of the day ‐ Should you approve projects and density increases when you know that
once built it will generate more traffic than LOS C allows?
 If you’d
 Had you seen this study you would have been cautious of proposals to equate the
different vehicular traffic characteristics of Affordable Housing projects (retirees, non‐
working family’s) and Workforce Housing (multiple employees with multiple jobs per
living unit).

Using the more realistic directional estimate of 80% of the vehicle trips onto US1, here is the
math:
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Stock Island reserve capacity
Approved projects County
 Quarry Apartments
 Waste Management
Approved projects Key West
 Garden View
Capacity Remaining
 Wreckers Cay (80%)
Remaining Capacity
Safe Harbor rezoning (80%)
Remaining capacity
Additional 5% below LOS C
Remaining capacity

1348
788
81
758
‐279
1254
‐1533
1227
‐2760
1558
‐1202
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Ilze,
Please add this email to File 2018‐169.
Thanks,
Cheryl Cioffari, AICP
Assistant Director of Planning
305‐407‐0924

From: Walter Gelnovatch <walter.gelnovatch@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2020 10:30 AM
To: Cioffari‐Cheryl <Cioffari‐Cheryl@MonroeCounty‐FL.gov>; Eric Dickstein <ericdickstein@yahoo.com>; Owen
Trepanier <owen@owentrepanier.com>; catesauto@gmail.com; Cates‐Craig <Cates‐Craig@MonroeCounty‐Fl.gov>;
Leggett‐Amanda <Leggett‐Amanda@MonroeCounty‐Fl.gov>
Subject: Safe Harbor Community Center Overlay

...
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the County. Whether you know the sender or not, do not click links or
open attachments you were not expecting.

Dear Cheryl,
I have communicated with the Mayor, Mayor Pro Tem and County Commissioners regarding several
critical issues related to the Safe Harbor Community Center Overlay zoning (presentation attached)
that would significantly impact my property. These are the same issues that I highlighted at the
Community Meeting several months ago. I believe that the Commissioners are now more informed
and understand that increasing density and reducing parking requirements specifically in the
developed areas of The Perry Hotel and SIMV properties will exacerbate significant traffic and life
safety issues without a formal resolution/agreement that addresses the parking, condition and
maintenance related to our private portion of Shrimp Road.
I have recently documented multiple occasions when the Perry Hotel and SIMV parking have been at
or near maximum capacity in the middle of Summer and this COVID-19 pandemic. As soon as we are
in Season, I expect that our property will regularly be filled daily and nightly with their parking. Again, I
also want to mention that delivery trucks and fuel tankers rely on our property everyday in order to
make the turn and access loading areas proximate to the marina and parking lot.

My understanding is that applicants are typically expected to attempt to engage and
address the legitimate concerns of neighbors who are directly impacted by requested
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zoning changes with the goal of minimizing any negative impacts. We have not been
contacted by anyone to-date. We are not against change or responsible development, but
further consideration of revisions to the Safe Harbor Community Center Overlay zoning
that would allow expanded development in this area is reckless without first requiring that
the applicant(s) address the existing traffic and roadway issues to insure safe parking,
ingress and egress.
I would also like to request a copy of the staff report and recommendations related to this
application. Please confirm that this item was postponed and is still scheduled for
discussion at the September 23rd Planning Board Hearing (as I do not see it on the
agenda/web). If I prepare a presentation summarizing the above issues, is it possible to
circulate and/or present directly to the Planning Board?
Finally, the Smith/Hawks Law Firm provided a parking analysis conducted by KBP
Consulting that cites a book called "ITE Parking Generation Manual" as a data source
supporting their claim that 0.3 parking spots per boat slip would apparently be satisfactory
at SIMV. I would like to review a few sections in the Manual, but it costs $1,500 to
purchase the book online. I was hoping you may be able to share or refer me to a copy of
this book. I have attached recent photos of the parking problem at the Perry Hotel and
Stock Island Marina Village.
Thank you for your assistance and timely reply.
Regards,
Walter Gelnovatch
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Parking Issues
Stock Island Marina Village and The Perry Hotel
properties currently lack adequate parking so its
customers regularly park on our adjacent property
along Shrimp Road. This happens day and night
particularly in season and routinely during special
events and construction. To date, we have not towed
a single vehicle, but our neighbors have ignored all
requests to discuss the situation and now we are very
concerned that the proposed Safe Harbor Overlay
with increased density and reduced parking
requirements will exacerbate the existing parking and
traffic issues.

Road Repair and Maintenance
Stock Island Marina Village and The Perry Hotel do not appear to have
dedicated loading areas for their marina operations, restaurants, bars,
and offices and they frequently direct their fuel tankers, delivery trucks, and
landscaping vehicles to use our property/parking. In addition, their new
construction and significant increased traffic have left our privately owned
portion of Shrimp Road in poor condition accelerating the need for repair
and maintenance. The new Overlay would allow more development and less
parking on these properties which would exacerbate the problem. We do not
oppose growth or change; however, we do want to understand how the
existing issues and proposed increases will be addressed relative to these
specific parcels so our property is not negatively impacted. To date, there has
been no effort to communicate with us or respond to our
correspondence on the need for an agreement to maintain the private road.

Why the Parking and Road Maintenance are Important to Us
Existing defective forestry gate

Public access point to water from
our private property open daily
9am to sunset

•
•
•
•

We currently operate 50+ beehives on our licensed apiary and island farm at Cow Key.
We are expanding the activities on our farm to include paddle board/kayak ecotours, a mangrove nursery,
walking trails with educational kiosks, and farm camp for children.
We intend to provide public access to the waterfront for the community via our property and need the
County’s support to improve public safety in this area with a good plan for securing and maintaining this
portion of Fifth Street.
We have been working with the Sheriff and appreciate their support and guidance. The Sheriff has
suggested that a rolling chainlink gate/fence would significantly help with their patrols and public safety.

